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The development of an organism requires that the function and locations of single cells are precisely controlled and orchestrated. In recent decades, the field of functional genomics has fundamentally improved the understanding of transcriptional regulation. However, insights into gene regulation processes during developmental processes remain sparse. Knowledge concerning cellular differentiation paths has become relevant in the field of cardiovascular regeneration. In this area of translational medicine, researchers are trying to develop therapeutic approaches based on human pluripotent stem cells (hPSC). A mechanistic understanding of differentiation paths from stem cells to cardiomyocytes might assist in establishing new strategies for influencing differentiation and function of hPSCs and could substantially improve therapeutic applications.
Recently, three seminal studies by researchers from Harvard Medical School, Harvard University, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology that systematically tracked differentiation of cells in zebrafish and claw-toed frog embryos by single-cell sequencing were published in the same issue of Science. [1] [2] [3] Results from these studies represent an important advance in the field of developmental biology and are highly relevant for translational research. The studies investigated a fundamental biological process that is well described on the macroscopic level. Fertilization of an egg cell is followed by 12 fast cell divisions, resulting in about 4000 pluripotent cells. In the next developmental stage, the onset of zygotic transcription slows down the cell cycle and causes differentiation of pluripotent blastula cells and the formation the of germ layers: endoderm, mesoderm, ectoderm, and neural crest. By data-driven procedures, based on single-cell transcriptomes from cells at different developmental stages, lineage trees were constructed along orders, in which genes are expressed during differentiation. To this end, the three studies measured in total about 250 000 single-cell transcriptomes 
Almost without including prior knowledge, maps of differentiation paths were reconstructed describing the development from pluripotent stem cells to specialized cells such as neurons, muscle, or skin cells. Overall, the reported differentiation maps describe developmental programs with an unprecedented depth of information and reveal several unexpected phenomena which will likely change the view of transcriptional processes during embryogenesis.
Interestingly, single cells neither strictly differentiated along the constructed trees nor irreversibly followed certain branches. At many differentiation stages, off-tree connections were detected indicating that cells deviated from standard differentiation paths while developing to more specialized cell types. 2 Cases were observed, in which branches of differentiation trees coincided, apparently forming loops in differentiation paths. 2 At several branching points, not only one but combinations of transcriptional programs linked to different branches were present in parallel before a final decision for a differentiation lineage became apparent, a phenomenon denoted as multi-lineage priming (MLP). 1 Characteristically, the degree of MLP decreased from early stages before gastrulation to later developmental stages. Moreover, pseudotime ordering, a method for predicting the dynamics of transcriptional changes based on similarities between single-cell transcriptomes, indicated that several cells did not instantly decide for one of the differentiation paths after they exceeded branching points. 3 Instead, hybrid states were detected between reconstructed branches, suggesting that cells can switch between differentiation paths for a certain time.
Comparing developmental dynamics data in zebrafish and claw-toed frog indicated similarities in reconstructed differentiation maps, whereas marker genes for the same developmental stages characteristically differed between species.
1 Furthermore, the studies by Wagner et al. and
Farrell et al. compared developmental programs between wild-type zebrafish and two zebrafish mutants deficient of genes largely involved in embryogenesis. 2, 3 Strikingly, maps of differentiation paths reconstructed for the two zebrafish mutants were only weakly affected in comparison to the wild-type animals. While relative abundances of cell types were strongly perturbed in the two different mutants, topologies of developmental programs seemed to be largely robust towards mutations. The study by Wagner et al. applied an interesting technique for lineage tracking between founder clones and progeny cells. 2 A transposase system was used to randomly integrate barcode-containing reporters over several cell divisions. Thereby, lineages could be traced back from progeny cells that accumulated different barcode sets to their ancestors which carried only barcode subsets. The reconstructed lineages impressively revealed how differentiation paths either diverged from single founder clones towards different cell types associated with separate germ layers or converged towards groups of similar cell types related to the same germ layer. Overall, these results support the idea that during development transcriptomes of cells are propagated over a dynamically emerging field of attractor states until attractor strengths confine the transcriptional dynamics present in differentiating cells. Overall, the three studies provide comprehensive and detailed insights into transcriptional processes during embryogenesis. In subsequent studies, it will be crucial to relate maps of differentiation paths to possible influences of cellular environments and interactions between different cell types. The developed techniques for reconstructing differentiation paths of cells will be valuable for various other applications in basic research or translational medicine.
Investigating transcriptomic networks involved in cardiac regeneration is currently an active field of cardiological research. [4] [5] [6] Lineage tracking has successfully been applied to investigate the process of accumulation of smooth muscle cells in atherosclerotic plaques and involves cellular differentiation processes. 7, 8 The reported associations of differentiation paths with sequential activations of transcription factors might serve as a basis for future developments in the area of regenerative medicine. Recently, research on hPSCs and human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) has become a promising area within the field of cardiac tissue engineering. 9 It was shown that coculturing cardiomyocytes and endothelial cells can result in neovascularization of artificial myocardium tissue. 10 Detailed knowledge about transcriptional regulation involved in maturation of cardiomyocytes and endothelial cells could support the engineering of artificial tissue patches, a technology that has been developed to increase contractility of impaired areas of the myocardium. [11] [12] [13] In the future, cardiac repair by placing tissue patches on impaired myocardium may improve contractile forces in a wide spectrum of cardiac diseases, for example heart failure and cardiomyopathies. To conclude, it is very clear that thorough understanding of cellular differentiation processes will be highly relevant for future research in cardiology and angiology.
